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A rer:ent U. S. Treasury report estimates the population of 
the United States on the first of July, 1894,68,887,000. 

The latest quotation of sugar in New York was 3.50 for 
Cuhan Centl'ifugals of 96 degrees test with the prospect of a 
decline. 

N early all the sugar mills throughout the group will be at 
work by the first of January. Several have already started 
up steam. The prospect for an average crop for 1890 is good, 
but present indications are that it will not exceed that of 1894. 

Last aclvices received by Mr. Marsden frol11 Prof. Koebele 
state that he was about to leave Australia for Ceylon in the 
service in which he is employed by the government and 
planters. He will also visit Japan and perhaps other places 
in search of enemies of OLlr fruit pests. 

A plan is being maturecl by Mr. Dillingham and others to 
establish a llew sugar plantation at VVaikele, bordering on 
the shore of Pearl Harbor. The soil is deep and rich, but the 
water fOl' irrigating the cane fields will require to be pumped 
to an elevation of from fi\'e to six hundred feet above sea 



level. The property helongs in part to the Robinson estate,
and is located about twelve miles from Honolulu.

"(; E"ERAL. Your Committee believes it to he po~sible in different ,vays
to confine the agricultural lahorers specially hrought here for field
lahor to agrieultuml oceupations, hut in no way can this better he done
than hy a universal registration law. Arguments against such a law
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A COlmEc'floN.-In the report of the Labor Committee, as
puhlished in the November num bel' of the PLANTERS' MON'filLY,
an omission occurred on page 49!).· We reprint the paragraph
below eorrecteel :

'rhis issue closes the thirteenth volume of the PLANTERS'
MONTHLY, and an index of its contents will accompany it.
VVe would urge all interested in the industrial progress of
these islamlR to subscribe for the new year's volume, and
thereby keep in touch with this progress and the improve
ments taking place throughont the worlel. Every number
contains information worth more to its readers than the year
ly cost. '1'he subscription price remains as before, $2.50. No

better medium can be founel for advertising than the PLANTERS'

MONTHLY.

An interesting letter on Jamaica, from our correspondent,
" Allan Eric," appears in this num bel'. If the J ama,ica plan
ters conld be induced to fertilize their fields, introduce new
cane seed, and erect the most approved modern sugar ma
chinery, they would turn out more high grade sugar and have
less molasses for rum manufacture. Modern improvements
turll nearly all the juice into sugar, the molasses not being
worth mentioning a,s a product.

The Hilo Sugar Company's mill at Wainalm is having new
machinery constructed at the Honolulu Iron Works which,
when finished, will make it one ·of the most complete sugar
mills here. In addition to the fine National cane shredder
novv in operation it "rill have three sets of rollers, and with
this new machinery the extraction of juice will be as perfect
as it is possible to make it with any appliances now used in
sugar mills.
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NOTES ON COFFJiJ'E CULTURE.

have been frequently and forcibly made, but they do not alter the fact
that the proper and thorough carrying out of such a law would en
able the Government to control the occupations of specially imported
agricultural laborers, and to confine laborers to the engagements they
had contracted. It is easily to be imagined that in isolated cases the
enforcement of such a law would inflict hardship; but the same objec
tion exists to many other laws. In a community like ours the injus
tice it would work would he lost sight of in the amount of benefit to be
derived from it."
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Among the correspondence in this number is a. valuable
letter on page 561 from lVIr. W. G. Wait, of Kona, Hawaii, a
practical coffee planter, who enters into some details regard
ing the pruning of coffee trees. This is one of the most im
portant and difficult branches in their cultivation, and on its
being properly and systematically done much of the success
in obtaining large crops and good prices depends. On perus
ing the article, it will be seen that the proper ca,re of coffee
trees is a laborious mul painstaking task, which must be
carefully watehed by the planter. ·Whoever is employed to
do the work must be taught to do it properly, or more injury
than good may result from it. The three lIistinct operations
of topping, handling and pruning have each to be learned by
the planter, who instructs those under him how and when it
should be done. The entire husiness of coffee culture is
different from every other branch of horticulture. Care and
skill have to be brought into it, from ·the planting of the
seed and through all its various operations till the sorting of
the hest from the poorer qualities, and final bagging of' the
crop for market. 811perior cuffee, showing c,tre in the size,
color, cleaning ,md sorting, will often command five 01' even
ten cents a pound more than a poorer article from the same
district or island.

Almost every steamer from the American coast brings
persons desirous of engaging in coffee culture. Some of
them have extravagant notions of the alllount of land re
quired for this purpose, and seem to think that nothing less
than five hundre<l to a thousand acres must 11e secured. From
one hundred to two hundred acres are all that anyone man
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A correspondent inquires whell sugar cane was first intro
duced into these islands? vVhat has been the highest output
from any single mill? and 'which kind of cane is mostly
cultivated here now?

It is not known when sugar cane was first introduced. It
was found growing on Kauai and Hawaii by Captains Cook
and Vaneouver in 1777 to 1785, and they mention that it was
of unllslla,lly large growth and very sweet. It ,vas probably
brought here either by the original immigrants frol11 Tahiti
or Marqnesas, or by some European "esseI in the sixteenth
century.

can well attend to; and to carryon a plantation of this size
will require more capital tlmn most persons can command,
in order to provide the ne~essary buildings and secure the
labor, animals, tools, and perhaps machinery to continue the
work for four. five or six years, or until the crop begins to
assist in meeting the current and constantly-increasing ex
penses. '1'he crop com mences to come in the fourth year
after planting the seed, and it will take at least two years,
perhaps three, to covel' the land with 60,000 healthy trees,
the youngest not coming into bearing for foUl' years later.
It is to guard against disappointment tha,t we desire to have
the facts understood and i mpressecl on everyone engaging
in this new and too often disappointing ind ustry.

vVe have before us an article showing the vicissitudes of
the coffee planters in Ceylon, and notice that thousands of
pounds sterling were swallowed up in it, owing to lack of
capital, lack of labor, and the sudden changes in the val ue of
coffee. This latter, however, is one that every bmnch of busi
lless has to encouuter. One of the Ceylon phLnters, after
giving his experiences at considerable length, says:

"In conclusion, I would say that the key to the situation of success
in the raising of coffee and other tropical productions is sufficient
capital to carryon every work systematically. and a practical knowl
edge of all the requirements of the plantation from the time of forming
the nurseries to the proper manipulation of the herry and bean in all
its stages of picking, pulping and curing, so that it will command the
highest price in gold, not only in the market of America, hut Europe."

----:0:----
CONCERNING SUGAR CANE.
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The largest output fr01'l1 any plantation is said to have been
at Spreckelsville, l\faui, some six or eight yea.rs ago. But as
there are four mills on that plantation, i.t may be more
correct to say tha,t the Makaweli mill on Kauai has produced
the largest crop, over 13,000 tons in 1893, and also in 1894.

The Lahaina cane is the favorite kind, and is cultivated
almost exclusively on most of our plantations, with three or
four exceptions. On the highlands, red canes are preferred,
as being more hardy.

---:0:--

PORTUGUESE POPULATION OF HA WAIL

The very interesting report of the Committee on Labor,
published in our November issue, seems to have given a wrong
impression regarding the Portuguese population in these
islands. The data on page 500 of the above issue, refers to
the mule population only, as there stated. Consul Canavarro
estimates the population of Portuguese here at present at
about 12,000; He has no record of the number of births and
deaths occuring among them, and therefore cannot state the
exact figu res. .

The census taken in 1890 gave the follmving as the Portuguese
population here in that year:

:.\Iales ______ _________________________ _ 4,770
Females ______ _____ _ .. . 3,832

.1111
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TotaL . ______ ___ _ 8,002

As the Portuguese are by far the most prolific of our
population, and as only 355 children uncleI' six years of age
are credited to them as born during the six years of the
census period, it is probable that a large proportion-perhaps
one half-of the births recorded under the head of children
lJOl'll in these islands of foreign parentage, should be credited
to the Portuguese nationality or parentage. rJ'he census table
shows the· number of children born of foreign parentage
during six years to have been 7AU5, of whom 6,018 were nnder
six years of age. It is safe to estimate that 3,500 of the
foreign children born during the last ten years are of Portu
guese parentage, in addition to those given in the last census,
making a total Portuguese population of 12,102, which coin-
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THE POLITICAL UPHEil VAL lX AJIERICA.
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It was expected that there would be ,1, popular uprising,
amounting to an ui1mistaknble condemnation of the action of
Congress on the bLl'iff law, but no one, not even tho most
visionary protectionist, ever dreamed of such an overwhelm
ing rebuke as was given in the Novemher elections. Some of
the oldest, best and honol'edleader:.; of the Democratic party
have been summarily-yes, cruelly, dismissed from Congress
with as little eoul'tesy as though they had never merited
better treatment. After all that can be said in their fewor
and that of the party in power, it still remains evident that
the masses are dissatisfied with tile work of the present Con
gress and ·with its erratic legislation. The following from the

cides with the consul's estimate. Some allowance however,
should be made for deaths, departures and arrivals during the
last four years, which c1<'tta are not obtainable.

This class of our population is increasing more rapidly by
births than any other. The young people are generally re
ceiving a good education, such as their parenti:i never had,
and cannot fail to become an industrious factor of our popu
lation. As the number of male Portuguese to-day is not less
than 6,000, it will readily, be seen that by virtue 'of their
better education, the younger men especially will soon exer
cise an important influence in the administration of public
affairs.

In this connection ,ve would suggest that the census periods
be changed to five years instead of six, as at present, and that
the next census be t,Lken at the close of 1895, and every fifth
year following. As the eensus in the United States is taken
every ten years, on the even deeades of 1890, 1900, etc., this
would bring our second census, after the change, to correspond
with the next America,n census in the year 1900. It seems
quite important that a full and correct census of our republic
should be taken next year, in order to furnish the latest data,
and to facilitate negotiations for annexation. Legislati ve
action will of COlll'se be ne(:essary to effect the change, which
seelllS very desirable.



Ac1vices from various sugar countries refer to a new and
insidious disease as having appeared in the cane, which, so
far as we know, has not appeared in these islands. It is
called the "gumming disease," and has appeared in :Mauritius,
New South ·Wales, Queensland, .JaNa and perhaps other
places. The Mackay Standul'l1 of Queenslal1l1, in calling
attention to it, says:

"The outward alllI visible sign of the diseaso is said to be
the exudation of a somowhat milky fluid from the cane
·whore It is cut in the proeess of topping, the fluid, instead of
drying 01f and le,wing a minute sharp particlo of erystalline
appeara.Il(~e, thickens into a small globule of gummy
matter. The subsequent effed of the disease is that it is
found that the juice, avparently impregnated with this gum
my matter, does not crystallise as freely as good juice does,

Lonisiana Planter expresses the sentiments of Americans
genemlly, not only in that state, but here and everywhere
else:

" If there be one tenet of faith on which all Democrats do agree. it is
that the majority shall1"llle. The majority has spoken; it doesn't be
lieve in the destruction of American industries; it believes that the
Government should legislate in such a way as shall benefit the Amer
ican people, develop their industries, diversify their crops, enlarge their
resources, improv~ their educational facilities and strengthen their de
fensive lines. As Gen. Hancock so well said, the tariff is a local ques
tion. It is confined to no political pmty, and conservative and radical
tariff men are found in each of the great political parties. There are
millions of voters who don't believe in protection run mad, amI they
said so by their votes as against the McKinley bill in November, 1890;
there are millions of voters who don't helieve that fair protection
against the cheap capital and servile labor of Europe and the tropics is
rolJbery, and they said so 1)y their votes in Kovemher, 1894.

"The lesson of the election is that radical legislation in tariff matters
is unpopular, not wanted and is no\\" reproved by the American people.
There is certainly a middle ground whereon most men may stand in
tariff matters and do no violence to party nor to principle. The South
is looking to industrial development and has a grand future before it.
Her forests and mines, her fisheries, her fertile fields and genial climate
foreshadow an industrial development that will make her the eentre of
the nation's industry, of its prosperity, its wealth and its culture, if it
has a f:1ir chance and such legislation as has done so much and so
similarly for Kew England and the Middle States. The doctrine of
protection to American industries is in the ascendant in the South, and
\rho opposes it will vainly strive to stay the incoming tide."

---:0:---

A NEJV DISEASE OF SUGAR CANE.
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thus reducing the proportion of sugar to the ton of mine.
:j: :j: * We learn that the continued use of the same stock
from which to take the young plants is the active cause of
the trouble, and we further learn, which will have a special
interest for those engaged in sugar growing in this district,
that the variety which shows the disease in the lllost marked
lllallner is that known in the Bundaberg as Rappoe, which
corresponds with the favorite cane of this district, that
variety being known here as the "Rose Bamboo."

"Since the Rust disease of 1875 the Rose Bamboo has been
the favorite cane of this district and it should not be difficult
to obtain a supply of new Rose Bamboo plants from some
.other country where they are flourishing, and unless this is
doue we have no hesitation in asserting that we shall risk
the occurrence of a disease similar to that which has now
overtaken Bundaberg.

"To anyone acquainted with the conditions under which
cane has been, and possibly is still being cultivated at Bunda
berg-namely, continuous cropping from the one growth, in
some instances for fifteen years, and-alas, that we should
have to write it-replanting of new land ·with cane from
fourth and fifth ratoons-anything, in fact, bearing the
slightest resemblance of sugar cane-the advent of this
disease is not to be wondered at."

These extracts clearly indicate the cause of this new
disease. and that the planters are to blame in permitting
their ratoon fields to become nurseries for breeding it. If as
full details are received from other countries where it has
appeared, they will undoubtedly indicate a similar origin.
Sugar cane is a most delicate and sensitive plant, imj)roying
in appearance and in all its good qualities for producing
1110re sugar anel less molasses, just in proportion as it is
nur8ed and feel with propel' stimulants, anel with the eare
and labor bestowed in cultivation. On the other hauel, if
neglected, if left to starve for lack of nourishing fooel, if per
mitted to grow for years as scabby ratoons, ·with festering,
rotted roots, where the ants and insects make their uests and
home, disease must follow as surely as it breeds among
filthy human brings, under similar neglect of the laws of
health. Nothing pays better than to cultivate su~ar cane in
the most thorongh manner possible, to plant often with the
choice~t seed, and to burn off the rattoon fields before they
become the hotbeds of insect life and new diseases. Planters
have the remedy in their own hands. Let them apply it.

.560 THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY. [VOL. XIII.



A CONrpRIBUTION TO THE ART OF PRUNING

COFFEE TREES.

rrO THE EDITOR OF THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY:

Coffee belongs to the cinchonaceCB, one characteristic of
which natural order is, the opposite and alternate arrange
ment of the leaves and hranches. In the more typical mem
bers of the order this obtains with little or no modification,
and each pair of leaves or branches is in a direction at right
angles to the next pair above or below it. In the coffee, the
leaves, and therefore the branches, emerge from the bud
normally, at right angles to the previous pair; the gr0wing
stem, however, takes to itself a twist to the left through an
arc of 30 deg. for the space of each internode, so that, as a
result, any three consecutive pairs of leaves in the young
plant or primary branches in one older extend in the direc
tion ot the rays of a six-pointed star. This explains why a
tree is sometimes found with three primaries issuing from a
node, through non-developement of the internode, and the
suppression of one of each pair, and occasionally a tree is
found with this habit persistent Uiroughout the length of the
stem.

The value of this spiral arrangement to the branches is
obvious as it better permits of the distribution of light to the
lower parts of the tree. In the primary branches the first
pair of leaves is developed from the sides of the branch and
in a vertical plane falling over as they mature so as to extend
horizontaJly., The second pair of leaves are developed from
the upper and lower sides of the growing shoot, and there
fore in a horizontal plane, what is to become the lower sur
face of the upper leaf being expoRed to the sky. The. grow
ing internode now takes a twist to th,e left thi'ough 90deg.
so as to bring the opposed leaves to a vertical plane when
they fall over into their proper position. This twisting' of
the primary goes on alternately to left and to right thi'ough
out its growth. It is important to understand and remember

561THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.
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this as it explains the many vagaries exhibited by seconda
ries, and helps one to intelligently treat them.

Naturally the coffee belongs to the nndergrowth of a forest
where its development is always in an upward direction. The
10viTer primaries, ,,,-ithout producing second,1,ries, gradually
degenerate into" whips," and, sooner or later, die off, and the
coffee tree, assuming a sub-scandant habit, and with a ::;tem
perhaps more than an inch or an inch and a half in diameter,
bare for twenty or thirty feet, may be fonnd witb its head
striving upwards to the light, :'3upported by the surrounding
trees of the forest. Left to itself in the open, much the sallle
thing btkes place. A fair sized hole is, however, developed
of from six to ten feet in height, sm'mounted by ,1, matted
head of bmnches. In either case the tree is doing its work
of producing fruit feLl' removed from its base of supplies, a,nd
only the tips of its branches exposed to the light; its only
possible bearing area is represented by the npper surface of

its head.
The whole art of pruning may be said to consist in repres8-

iug the tendency of the tree to upward growth, and in com
pelling it to retain the symetrical typica.l form of the younger
plant, with the addition of training secondaries, one of each
pair of ·which is advanced in ,tge by one seaSon beyond the

other.
Om type, then, is a hush ''lith an ereet stem, from which

entered h1,tterally primary branches in pairs arnmgecl in a
spiral. On these primaries tl1e virgin crop is horne. The
stem having been topped at the desired hei£sht, the primaries
throw out seconchtries from the axils of each pail' of leaves
in a more or less horizontal plane; and, if the tree were satis
fied with doing this, as the result of the checking of it::; up
ward growth, pruning would merely consist in removing, in
the first year of their growth, one of each pair of secondaries
on ;1,ltel'llate sides, and while those remaining were develop
ing and maturing a crop, another series of secondaries would
be growing from the points occupied by those removed ready
to hlossom in the following season.

The tree, however, is not sa,tisfied in producing a single
secondary from each axil. and in the proper direction; the
tendency of the stem, moreover, to produce itself upwards is
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And it must be borne in mind that in the first and perhaps
in the second crop the indi \-iduaJ yield per tree will be about
the same, thus gi\-ing ,1, great a,dvuntage to the close planted
field. Now while four pOllnds from three feet extent of'
primaries is possible, nine pounds fr0111 foul' feet extent
would he rather phenomenal. Trees planted 6x6 feet and
topped at four feet eptirely covel' the ground, and thus sup
press weeds and keep the surface moist and cool; and if they
are properly handled and pru ned each pri mary will, from
the ground upwards bear its full share of crop, while eyery

so persistent that, no sooner· is it topped, than it throws out
,. suckers," more 01' less numerous, in order to cany out its
end. The efforts of the planter to keep the tree to the typical
shape after "topping" resolve themselves, therefore, into
"snckering," "handling," and" pruning."

TOPPING. The height at 'which trees are topped tnust cor
respond to the distance at \vhich they are planted apart.
Trees planted six by six and topped at foUl' feet unquestion
ably give the best yield pel' acre, while the eost of the work
of weeding, handling, pruning and harvesting is reduced to
a minimum. In wide planting and high topping a propor
tionate advantage is not gained, and iLll field works cost more.
In a field planted at nine by nine feet and topped at six feet
(and to top higher than this is equivalent to not topping at
all), many of the lower primaries die away and not more than
foUl' feet of stem bea,ring primaries can he reckoned on; while
in topping at foUl' feet three feet of stem bearing primaries
is assured. The following table shows the amount of crop
each [,ree will have to produce to give an etluivalent yield pel'
acre. That it is possible for trees planted six by six feet and f:
topped at foUl' feet to give nearly foUl' ponnds pel' tree is II
shown by the record of the Hunesgeria Estata in Ceylon, from
which two tons per aere have been taken. I
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1 pound per tree ________ 1200 pounds.
2 pounds d ., 2400 .,
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part of the tree is within handy reach arid under the eye for
the operations of handling, pruning and gathering. The ob
jection that the branches are liable to sustain injury by the
constal'l.t passage of laborers along the lines is more apparent
than real. The branches are so flexible and elastic that they
yield to the least pressure and return to their proper position,
and what injury is likely to be sustained by tramping under
foot amounts to nothing, as it is outside of the two-foot six
inch radius which is depended upon for crop, and the
primaries should not be allowed to grow beyond three feet
any way, and they will certainly die back to less.

It is important that the topping shan be uniform and
therefore a "topping stick" is employed. rrhis may be a rod
about one inch squar@ and four feet six inches long, six
inches from the upper end a deep mark is cut into the wood.
This stick is held up along side the stem of the tree, and
leaving the lowest pair of primaries that are within the six
inch mark, the next higher pair are cut off about an inch
from the stem, which is then removed about an inch higher
up, thus leaving a sort of cross. rrhe reason for proceeding
in this manner is that if the stem were removed and the
next lower pair of primaries left, the stem is liable to split
down, especially in rainy weather, and this splitting may ex
tend to quite a serious extent, resulting in permanent
injury. Topping, as here recommended, results in the
formation of a hard knot or knob between the highest pair
of primaries which cannot split down; and to more certainly
attain this result, which is very important, it is better to
wait until the young wood bas slightly hardened, and when
the tree is about three pairs of primaries higher than the
topping height, and then to perform the operation with a
knife, or, better ~till, with a pair of garden shears. A tree
is sometimes accidentally topped below the proper height,
and this often happens as the result of the attack of a small
borer, the egg of which is deposited by the fly in the terminal
bud. In such a case, one of the two suckers whicb immedi
ately appear at the next lower node should be allowed to
grow up and then topped in the ordinary way. This sucker,
after a time, grows so perfectly into place that the substitu
tion is unnoticable.
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SUCKERING -The primaries are the first and innermost
growth produced in the exils of the leaves on the main stem,
and it may be accepted as a positive truth that a primary is
never naturally reproduced. All growths afterwards taking
place at a node, though always above the scar of the leaf
stalk, are invariably outside or below the seat of the prima
ry, they are erect, grow upwards in a direction parallel to
the trunk, and are called "suckers.~' Occasionally these
growths may be developed as blossom, but this is a habit to
which Liberian Coffee is more disposed. Sucker:::; represent
the efforts of the tree to continue its upward gro·wth, ·when
this has been checked by topping, the attack of scale insects,
or other causes. Except when they are to be utilized in re
producing an injured part, all suckers should be removed
and it is always better to tear them off than to use the knife,
so a:::; to destroy as much as possible the active growing
point. It may result in an ugly looking womid, but this
soon heals up with little injury to the tree. The first bold
crop of suckers having been thus suppressed, there continue
to appear, during all the life of the cultivated tree, smaller
and weaker suckers, generally in clusters, and these have
always to be rubbed off, and it is generally best to make this
a part of the duty of the \veeding gang.

It has already· been pointed out how a sucker can be
utilized to continue an injured stem. Its service in this case
is natmal and its utilization self evident. It has likewise
been said that a primary once lost can never be naturally
reproduced; it can, however, artificially; and here again the
sucker is the only means. One of these is permitted to grow
up from under the next lower primary to that which has
been lost, or even from one still lower. This will throw out
a pail' of primaries at about the level of the one we vvish to
reproduce. The primary most nearly in the propel' direction
is selected, the other is cut ofl', and the sucker topped ahout
an inch above.

HANDLING. It is well known that the part.s of the flo\ver
correspond to the leaves of a plant, that one is merely a
modification of the other, and that in embryo the flower
bud is identical with the leaf bud. Just as the first growth
in the <Lxils of a leaf on the main stem results in a primary;
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another of whieh cannot be produced at that point; so the
first growths in the axils of the leaves of the primaries and
secondaries will, under favorable circul11sta,nces, resolve
themselves into blossom, and having once done so all after-

~ ,

grovvths most usually take the form of seconcbries or tertia
ries, as the case may be, and the process of tearing off by
hand all of these that may not be needed constitutes" hand
ling." I have said that. blossom will be produced under
favorable circumstances. Under unfavorable circllmstances
of the weather the ,. spikes" that the planter fondly hopes
will burst into blossom, mature into berry and put clollars
into his pockets will be converted into ,. wood," in the shape
of clusters of secondaries or tertiaries and thus cause a
greater loss by increa.sing the eost of handling.

The importance of the work of handling cannot be o\,er
estimated, and it mnst be performed frequently enol1~h in
the eourse of the year to ensure the' removal of all unneces
sary growth before this has hardened, and 'when removal can
be effected without injury to the primaries. The shape and
condition of the tree. and, therefore, the crop it e~lll be
trusted to bear, depend more upon how handling bas been
attended to than upon any other process the tree is subjected
to. In handling one's first duty is to clear the centre, and
all growth upon the stem in the shape of suckel's haying
heen disposed of, all secondaries on the primaries for a dis
tance of six inches from the trunk must be torn off. In this
WR,y there is maintained in the centre of the tree a sort of
well a foot in diameter, for the circulation of ail' and the
penetratlOn of light.

In the young tree, the first object of handling is to establish
a system of alternate secondctries. \V"ith this in view, duriug
the first season after the maiden crop, working from the
center outwards, and, i11 as symmetrical manner as possible,
alternate secondaries are retained and everything else re
moYed. By this means the bearing capacity of each
primary is dou hied and llJay be even qnadrupled. \Vhen
these seconclaries show a spike, another on the opposite side
of the primary to each and in the proper direction, is selected
and retained, everything else being removed. These second
aries will be sufficiently nHl.tured to hear the crop of the snc-
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The beets obtained fr0111 buds in Europe continue to be
superior to those obtained by regular methods, their sugar
percentage being about 3.5 per cent. higher.
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ceeding season, and pruning with the knife or she~trs is sim
ply reduced to the removal of each secondary that has borne
a crop.

The beari ng wood being thus renewed every year, the tree,
01' rather bush, remains sturdy, compact, and sym metrical,
and all useless woods being removed as soon as it is tormed,
its energies are all devotEd to the production of crop at the
propel' season: and this being massed close to the base of
supplies, it ripens more uniformly, and therefore in one more
way reduces the east of gathering. The beny is also more
perfectly formed with the smallest percentClge of light and
malformed heans.

Handling is the most important of the operations, all of
which should in reality be included under the head of
"Pruning," though in practice this term is restl'lcted to
that in which the knife is employed, and, as already remarked

. if handling be properly attended to, the knife need only be
used to remove secondaries whose function has been fulfilled.
In handling, one cannot go far ·wrong if he keeps before his
mind's eye the typical tree consisting of stem, primaries,
clear center. and secondaries of alternate seasons, each in its
proper place and its propel' direction. Tbough it is a great
temptation to save bearing wood, it is a safe rule to remove
everything that is not in its propel' place and this policy will
pay in the long l'lm. As nothing ean l)e so confusing to the
prl1ner as a tree which has got out of shape and run into
dou ble pri maries, "whips" and cro\v's nests."

Let the planter start right in \vith the young tree. and
he will have no trouble, and if he mcLkes himself thoroughly
acquainted with the tree, its mode of growth, and the yaria
tions and vagaries it is likely to exhibit, his com mon sense
will genemlly prevent him from making a mistake. if he
makes it a rule always to give himself ,t sonnd definite reason
for doing a thing before doing it.



BY ALLAN ERIC, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

THEY CONVERT THEIR ENTIRE MOLASSES PRODUCE INTO RUM.
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JAMAICA SUGAR PLANTERS.

Nothing of the kind enjoys a more general or world
renownedl'eputation than the famous Jamaica rum. Where
civilization exists in all quarters of the known world, it is
kno"vn and celebrated for its superior and distinctive qual
ities. It was kno'wn to our forefathers two centuries ago,
and those worthies knew it to lose it in their quaint and
simple way. 1'hey appreciated its flavor and made use of it
a beverage and tonic; but, if it is not in such favor nowadays
as it was once, to some, a little "Old Jamaica" at the pres
ent time is doubtless as pleasant to the taste and as invigor
ating to the system as it ever was. It is a wonderful and an
important commodity; and, unlike lllany products all over
the world, Jamaica rum has been "kept up," that is, its
superior and distinctive qualities have been maintained un
deteriorated and unchanged in every way for nearly three
centl1l'ies by the producers, the sngar planters of the island of
Jamaica. The question might naturally arise,-"How is it
that Jamaica-a small island of the West Indies-is able to
produce enough to supply the world?-" It is because the isl
land of Jamaica is a large producer of sngar. and it being
impossible to produce sugar without obtaining molasses also,
and as Jamaica never exports any molasses, she makes it all
into rum. .1 amaica herself is a large consumer of this pro
duct, and i.t would not be the rum, but the water, that would
kill off the people of that fair tropic isle; though I would not
advise an unacclimatecl person from North America 01' else
where to attem pt to follow a native of Jamaica in the matter
of rum drinking. They cOnSUl11.1e large quantities of it because
it is cheap-cheaper than any other stimulant.

Although the palmy, golden dcLYS of the old sugar l\:ings
have long since passed and are 1I0W well-nigh forgotten, and
while the industry is no longer canied on in the old-time
gral1l1eur and magnificence, when slavery prevailed on the
island, there are still many signs of the old phLnters who lived
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like kings, amassed immense fortunes and then went back to
England to live on their princely incomes.

In traveling over the island, I saw many ruined sugar mills,
great stone structures now crumbling in decay, the great
over-shot water wheels, and the rollers that once ground the
cane rotting and falling down, while the mighty stone aque
ducts that stretched from the mountains many miles away.
spanning valleys al~d crossing rivers, conveying the water
from the mountain streams to the great wheels, are also
cracked and crumbling, overgrown with vines and creepers,
the homes of the myriads of little green lizards that swarm
{)ver this island.

Still the sugar industry is flourishing, and the production
{)f rum is a chief industry. The island is covered with beauti
ful, rich and well-cultivated estates, and some of the sugar
plantations that I visited and inspected compare favorably
with those of Cuba.

lt is unnecessary for me to describe sugar cane, but I must
remark that a plantation of green, waving cane, the whole
heaving with billow-like pulsations caused hy the tropical
breezes, is unsurpassed by any sight on earth for quiet beauty.
A field of growing cane does not differ materially in appear
ance from a field of stout ensilage corn. Many of the planta-
tiot1.s, it is necessary to artificially irrigate, which is done by .~
means of aqueducts which bring the water from the swiftly
running streams in the mountains; and at St. Anne's Bay I
saw an acqueduct in use which was constructed nearly one
hundred and fifty years ago. Many of the plantations are
naturally watered. When fully grown the cane is cut and
hauled in mule carts to the mill which, with its accompany-
ing houses (1,nd the" mansions," stands in the centre of the
plantation. The cane is then fed between two jJeJ'pclldicIIZuJ'
rollers which revolve in opposite directions from each other,
and express all the juice from the cane. The juice then flows
to the vacuum pans where it is hoiled. After the sugar has
crystallized the mass is placed in the centrifugal machines
where the molasses is separated from the sugar. The molas-
ses is then pumped directly to the distillery with which every
J amaicct sugar plantation is provided, and is distilled into
rum; not a drop of molasses being exporteel. Olel distilleries
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I am a farmer, and have ,; kept books" for many years.
At the opeuing of the year is the propel' time for beginners
to start this impOl'tallt eeonomy. No other work will prove
more satisfactory al1lI profitable, and it is not too difficult for
any farmer of Ol'llinary ability. The system once hegun, he
will \Yonder how he ever got along withuut it, a,nd find that

are built of stone, and within consist of grea,t copper retorts
and immense ,; worms," or coiled copper pipes, \vhich pass
through great tanks of water, performing the condensing
process. The end of these vvorms, where they join the retort,
are as large around as (1, barreL tapering to a small tube at
the encl. The fires under the still m'e fed with the crushed
cane after it has been dried in the sun. After the nUll is
made, it is put into puncheons where it is ready for either
home consumption or export.

r1'he parish of Trelauney eontains more plantations than
any other on Jamaica. r1'here are in all IS3 sugar estates on
the island, distributed among the parishes as follows: St.
Andrews, 1; St. Thomas, 15; St. Mary, 6; St. Anne, 19: Tre
launey, 30; St. J'\l11es. 27; Hanover, IS; vVestmorehwc1, 24; St.
Elizabeth, u; Clarendon, 24; St. Catherine, 12, Many of the
phtntations employ steam po\ver in running the machinery,
while others make use of water. The centrifugal process is
also COining into very general use in separating the molasses
frol11 the sugar, but the Aspinal, Helical and vVet:1,81 pans are
still extensively employed; while the common process is used
on same estates.

r1'he Jamaica rum production has increased very largely
during the past ten years; and to show how important an
industry it is, I will give in figures the amount and value of
the exports of rum from the island of .Jamaica last year: To
the United Kingdom, 12,160 puncheons, vailled at£12LoOl
($60S,005); to British Possessions, 223 puncheons, valued at
.£2,233 ($11,165); to the United States, 374 puncheons. valned
at £3,744 ($18,740); to other countries, mll puncheons, valued
£9,914 ($49,570). Total, $(iS7,4S0.
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it makes money for him every day. Get a rather narrow
"cash-book," having opposite pages for debit and credit. It
is best to keep this book 'where you will see it every evening.
Put clown each sum of money paid out and all taking in,
giving date ,wcl for what. the money was received 01' expended.

If "Dr." and "Ur." sides bother you on a cash H,ceount, or
all acconnts, bend the one side" 'Moneys Pa,icl Out," and the
other ., Moneys Taken In." 8aturclay night transcribe all the
week's iteills in the crcsh-book or to the propel' accounts in
what I shall call the ledger. 'l'hif:; should be a long. thick.,
but narrow book, as you will find it easier to have the two
sides of accounts on opposite pages. Double-entry book
keeping will prove too hard. In the ledger you will want to
keep a Hum bel' of accounts; but the two of most importance
are to be headed" Farm" and" FeuDily." Let farm account
be first of all, and thirty or forty pages further along begin
family account. On the farm account credit the farm with
everything it bringi-l in ; on the opposite page debit it \vith
everything paid out for it.

This account will h.we many items not on the cash
account-su(~h as labor in the fields, repairs to machinery,
implements, fences, buildings, etc.; credits of poultry, eggs,
butter, ete., exchanged for groceries; of wheat exchanged for
flour; of produce consumed by the fetmily, etc. Yon ask.,
"Vhy not put these itemf:; on the cash accou nt, or on ,L mee
clHwdise account in the cash-book? At first sight it appears
that this would be the proper thing to do, but experience haE
shaWl! me contrawise. First. it is not necessary. and Ullueces
sary \\"01'1\: is alwHYs to be <LVoided. Pa,ying: out 01' rcceiving
money is so simple a transaction that it is necessary to put
down the items at the close of each day, else somc will be
forgotten. But labor all the farm, or expended in rcp<tirs.
may be safely left till Saturday night; for you can remember
easily enough the work of each day during the week.

Also, if yon go to mill, and exch'Lllge ten bushclf:; of wheat
for flour, you will not forget the transaction till Saturday
night; while your grocer's book, or bills, etc., will show eacll
item. Cr. and Dr., of the week's trading at the storc. Hence,
it is not necessary to put these itcms down each night; and
by not doing so you save cOJ1sitlerable work. Another thillg:
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while your accounts must be complete, so far as they go, the
sbo'rter and simpler they are the better. The more there are
of tbem, the more difficult they will be to keep, and the less
satisfactory for reference. You do not want to load your
cash account down with merchandise itelm:·; for that would
destroy its character and make it too voluminoui; for ready
:reference; and a merchandise account proper is difficult and
perplexing.

While all the items in the farm account must be properly
specified, to get in the figures it will be necessary to reduce
them t.o a cash basis. Here is the thing above all others
wbich deters farmers from keeping accounts. They fancy it
3S impossible to reduce the items to a cash basis. This is
simply because they have never tried it. It is easy enough.
Suppose you have taken ten bushels of wheat to mill and
~xchanged it for flour. Ask the miller what he will give you
in cash for that wheat, or find its market value in cash by
some other means. You now know just the cash value of that
wheat at the time of the transaction, which is just the
amount you are to credit the farm with, at the same time
cbarging it with the ti me of yourself ana team, etc., expended
in rnarketi ng t.he wheat.

1'his brings us to another thing. How to reduce labor of
man and beast, and weal' of implements, to a cash basis.
Suppose you have plowed for a day. The farm is to be
charged with the labor of yourself and team, and the wear
of the plow. '1'0 estimate the wear of the plow, for instance,
would be impossible. But if you were to go and plo,;\' for
some neighbor with your own team and plow, or were to
hil'e some man to plow for yon with his team and plow, you
would receive in the one case, or give in the other, a certain
sum; and it is this sum that the farm is to be charged with.
For it is always to be supposed that the price paid is the
value of the article, since that is its market value; and that
this is the proper amount with which to charge the farm you
will he further convinced when you consider that, if yon had
expended the labor elsewhere, 'you would have received this
amount.

In this way you can rednce all labor and the weal' of imple-
ments to a cash basis. One more example: 8uppose you
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mow a day, or spend a day clitting your wheat with a self-:
binder. The market value of such work is usually calculated,
not by the day, but by the acre. For cutting grass or grai~
so much per acre is paid; and, knowing how many acres yom
have cut, you know just the amount to be charged agairist
the faL'm. Seed used is to be charged against the farni, abd
the amount is the market value of the seed at that tiqi~~
since, if not sown, you could realize that amount in cash for
it. Of course, I cannot enumerate all the items to be redliced
to a cash basis. I can only assure you, from my experiehce,
that, if you act upon the hints I have given, you have no
great difficulty. _

In the family account are to be put down all items of fatrt
ily expense, and on the credit side a fair equivalent for the
lahor of the family. By crediting the family with what their
labor would bring elsewhere, the account is greatly simpli
fied. Farm labor in the house ancl fields is usually computed!
at so much with board. -Hence the family is to be creditedl
with this, and everything used on the table. It will be seem
that I keep the family account differently from the way
usually recomnJended, crediting it, not charging it, with the
table supplies. But it is charged with all family expenses
other than board and lodging. "Board" in the countl·y
usua.lly incl ncles lodging, and therefore these items will in
clude rent of and repairs on the house, greatly simplifying
the account again.

A little thought will show you that this family account, lk
connection with the farm account, puts you in command of
the situation. First, it shows your living expenses. 'I'hes~
you can add up at the end of each month, anel set the all10uht
down on another page, or you can keep each item in another
acconnt. Second, it shows whether or not your farm brings
a good return; for from it you get the Items of houSe
hold lahor for which the farm is to be ultimately charg-ed"
and the items of articles produced by that household labol:
for which the farm is to be ultimately credited. But YOIl

will find it the better plan to keep the farm account in the
way 1 have pointed out, and to hring in these items, expressed
in totals, as a supplement to the farm account at the end of
the year.
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From these two accounts you can make up severaJ others
which you will \ovant to keep, and which will undoubtedly
occur to you. If you wish to keep accounts with each field,
crop, class, ancl lot of farm stodt, etc., you ean do so; but
perhaps yon would better defer this till the second year con
fining yourself to the work I have marked out; and thell,so
soon as you have mastered this work, begin to keep these
vther smaller but scarcely less important accounts. You
.will be surprised at the ease of the work, and each day you
will more and more appreciate the value of it, until, when
you have kept lJooks of account for two years, Y9 u will no
more think of farming without them than of farming with
out land.-CORRESPONDENCE, N. Y. Tl'ilmlll'.

:0:---

NE W lrABIE1'JE8 OF SUG-An CANE.

Season after season the fact that om eft,nes are getting
nearer the elld of their na,turaJ existeuce is becoming more
lteenly felt and seen-by the smaller returns, the continuous
,ll'rowing, and by a spreading disease. And yet we have a
11il.turall'emedy before us, if \\"8 but only follw out the teach
jngs of Nature's laws. The same suecess may follow as that
which crowned the efforts of Van Houtte of Ghent in the
improvement of bulbs, Paul with roses; Hivel's, of 8tLwbridge
worth, with fruit trees; Sutton and othors with potn.toes.

?dany will recoiled the conditions of the a.lJoYe plants
thirty years ago, ,Lnc1 look with eomparison on those in ex
istence at the present day. In treating of this subject my
aim is to show a meU10c1 whereby our staple industry of
these northern rivers m,1,y be benefited, aUll cane grown in
10calities where it is now never tried. In fact, to produce
healthier, harclier, more frost-resisting, beayier and richer
eanes than at present known in Australia.

l\1'1ny attempts IHtve been nHLcle to import new varieties
from other lands. These have (lone well for ,1, time, but
11'1"\'e invariably either been unprofita,ble or have heen sub
ject to the (lisease 01' ,LlTowing; ane! I heor that disease has
'i1.ttaeked our latest addition, the so-ealled "Daniel Dupont."
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In importing new varieties there is the difference of climate
to be considered, and often (l, good calie in its own home is a
total failure in our varied tem perature, therefore it is to
allother source we must look for the needed varieties.

Grafting may be done successfully as an operation, but its
results are very vague. The theory will not work out in
practice, the graft will remain the same with the cane it was
taken from, the suckers identical with the stoele 01' root.
rl'he cane plant being herbaceous. and not hardwuodecl.
similar to the citrus 01' prunus families, the only prospect
would be seed, and that would be only true to the graft; and
I should look fo1' t1 weaker alTOW than f1'om a stalk on its
own roots. It is well known that the pips from an orange
worked on a lemon stock produce lemons, but as a general
rule all seeds produce the same variety as the parent plant,
unless inoculated. The1'efore it is to hybridization we h<we
to look for our requirements. It is an operation which will
need great study. Very mapy details ""ill have to be con
sidered to ohtain the end in view, many failures will prob
ahly he recorded befo1'8 the best plants are hrought into ex
istence. Different soils will play t1 great function; situations
and aspects, together with habitat and construction, will
have to be well thought out and brought into force by
:,;eientific hybridizing to produce a stock with the best COlll

mercial :1,(1 vantages. The operation may be performed by
shaking one tassel over another, or the slower process of the
camel hail' pencil, the weather being suitable, as this could
not be done when clamp 01' wet, as at such time the pollen
adheres and will not fall. The advantages to ve gained are
n ph1l1t with a ne\v existence, whose parents are acclimatised
already and may reasonably he expected to IJe more robust,
hanly, a hea\"ier eropper, with higher density, and free from
disease.

GERmN:\TION.-That the sugar seeds contain a germ is
plated beyond a doubt, but the vitality is hrief, and the
:seeds cannot be kept long. One reason why so many bave
failed to raise a plant after germinating is the tender and
delicate nature of the plant. A shower of rain, a dry scorch
ing thy, a hail storm, 01' strong wind being quite suflleient to
destroy the life during the first periOlI of its existence.
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TIlE VALVE OF CREDIT.

Many years ago Freeman Hunt, at that time editor of the
.Mel'chants' Magazine, published an article 011 "Credit," which
is as good for the readers of to-day as it was applicable a
generation ago. And thus it reads:

:illl;
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Therefore we must follow out the inviolable laws of Naturer
sow the seeds, make a temperatu:i..e artificially the same as
where the plant is indigenous; and such would only be ob
tained in a proper propagation house,with bottom heat and
hot water pipes with troughs for evaporation, alld the plants
gradually hardened in frames until strong enough to be
planted out in a nursery. During the fh..st few months they
would neeci constant dre. A few moin€mts would ruin all
through neglecting shade, ventilation, overi1eated, or hail
storms. Also, I may say, one heavy watering would damp
the whole off, and time and labor be lost. I mentioned in
the commencement that our canes ,vere gett~ng nearer the
end of their existence. Such is the fact but not the end of
sugar ca.ne. I consider this industry is only in its infancYr
being only commencing. In studying nature, whether it be
the flora or fauna, we find each species has its own separate
existence. In the fauna the dog's existence; under favorable
circumstances, is about ten years, while it is a mre occur
rence to see a dead donkey. A robin lives about three yearsr
while the majestic swan has been known to live for 200
years. In the flora we find new varieties coming into exist
ence each year, and those we were familiar with in our
young days are now extinct. It has been asserted that the
natural life of the potato averages twenty years, but we still
keep progressing onwardr and judicious hybridizing stamped
out the disease which devastated England and Ireland twenty
five years ago. Though I do not lmow the average life of
the sugar cane plant, I assert that Nature in her efforts is
placing within our power the means to improve and replen
ish Australia with better varieties, and to eradicate disease.
to the profit of all concerned in the sugar industry.-Queens-
l(l1uZ Sugar Journal.
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"Credit to a man is what cream is to a nice cup of coffee
what loaf sugar is to old Hyson tea-it mollifies and en
riches him, makes a smooth face, a pair of beaming eyes, a
pleasant smile, a eheerful tone of conversation, a sally of
wit, and :1 steady, quick gait. A man with good eredit never
runs after patent medicines; he keeps a tonic in his stomach
every day. He' cannot pass his butcher's cart but the very
horse seenis sensible of his presence, and stops short to
receive orders. His grocer runs with the 'pass book,' and
from a cent's worth of yeast to a, box of Havana or a lmsket
of champagne, he cheerfully 'items' till quarter-day. His
creditors will as lief take his note as his money, for there is
no trouble in getting a discount; and his tailor slaps him on
the shoulder, and says he 'has a piece of broadcloth about
the finest,' and begs hiin to give him a call.

"The man of credit walks up to Wall street, not with a
strut, but a sense of self-respect, which the feeling 'lowe no
man' giYes to everyone, for he knows his money is on
deposit and waiting orders. You would tell in an instant
that he is no herb-tea-drinker-no sarsaparilla and dock-root
man-his pulse is regular, and he sits clown ill arm-chairs
in insurance offices as self-satisfied as the President in his
Chair of State. He never was asked 'if it would be con
venient to pay that little bill to-day?' in his life, for the
plain reason, the man of good credit most generally anti
cipates his bills, conseql1ently he is not so sympathetic to
those who inquire, 'Anything over to-day?'

"And then 'what a rush the brokers make after him! The
'bears and bulls' are all ready to seize him, and just before
the 'board' meets, are sharpened to victimize him. 'Canton
is rising,' 'Edg\vorth ten.ding npward,' 'Buoyancy in divic1end
paying stocks,' 'Any orders to-day, :Mr. Godey?' Once in a
while he llulkes a purchase, but 'with great caution, and
always when such a degree of certainty seems to hang over
his operation as to leave him no chance for a bad dream at
night.

"The man of credit never has long-standing accounts. He
always squares up when he receives his dividends, pays for
his wife's bonnet when the milliner sends it home, for he
knows it must be a convenience to worln,\'omen to receive
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cash on the spot. He acts up to the rule that 'honesty is the
best policy,' and his religion seems to influence his every-day
affairs-for he alway~ contends a man troubled ahout meet
ing worldly payments is very apt to rob his Maker of hit:i
dues. He therefore never subscribes more than he is willing
to pay on the spot-for he is worldly-wise, and can narrate
to you how he attained his present experience. He informs
you that a heavy debt sorely disturbs the peace of a religious
society, consequently he never worships in a church burdened
with a debt. He knows statistics and can compute interest,
pities men who are obliged to mortgage their homes, but
condemus those who owe for churches. Moreover, he has a
large acquaintance, and freely gives his advice to lone women
and orphan children. .

"Whether the man of credit h8,s many tria,ls is quite un
certain. His family are cheerful and his home is hos'pitable,
but he does not always live on turtle soup nor water fowls.
Beef is digestible and nutritious, and beef he enjoys. He
eats only the food that keeps the mind clear and the purse
in a well condition. He does not choose to go to Europe
beeause it is 'fashionable,' nor to 'Cuba' because his daughter
has a slight cough; he keeps a thermometer and makes a
Southel'll climate at home.

"Easterly winds and the trying month of March strangely
affect those 'whose credit is impaired. Imports have been
too great; exports too small; trade does not show a hea.lthful
activity and a certain 'blue' look settles on his countenance.
This man drinks his coffee strong and occasionally indulges
in late hours and high wines. His wife wears a velvet cloak
and gay bonnet, hut she has the blues prodigiously. No
woman can be happy where the husband has an empty
pocket, and she depends on him to fill her own. His credit
is not good, and this entails mit:iery on all his family affairs.

"The woman of good credit likewise carries with her an
immense advantage. She can wear what she pleases, and
everybody knows she can have better if she desires-she can
stay at home because everyone knows she can afford to go
abroad-in fine, it is not half as hard work to live and be a
Christian as to he straining after unattainable goods, fretted
how to pay for them, lying down to bad dreams, and rising
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THE DESTINY OF CANE SUGAR.

with a bunch in one's throat. The best recipe in such cases
is to wrap a flannel tightly over our superfluous wants. never
let them go abroad, and we shall soon be able to swallow
with ease."

To fully appreciate the possible destiny of an industry in
the not far distant future the character and qualit,y of the
intellectual forces which have to control it, must receive due
consideration, and where there is rivalry, such as exists be
tween the cane and beet sugar, not only must the mental and
physical characteristics of their promoters be studied, but the
relative merits of the plants yielding the raw material and
the area of their possible and prospective enlargement be
accurately weighed in the mental balance. Sililce emancipa
tion became an accomplished fact in the different cane grow
ing countries the ameliorations have been gradual. except in
recent years, when the benefits of multiple-efl'ectevaporation.
compound crushing, and the combustion of green bagasse
have been more extensively appreeiated, and by the intro
duction of portable railroads, tramways. etc., the central
factory system has been rendered possible, and many are now
advantageously operated.

UncleI' existing conditions, the adoption of that system is
seemingly the only means whereby cane culture can be
rendered rem unerative; yet "when the immense losses are
witnessed in the numerous small factories from year to year
the c01'1c1usion is irresistible that financial compulsion alone
will cause the disappearance of detective plants where in
ordinate waste is inevitable. The fac"G that not over (and
often less than) 8 per cent. of the commercial sugar is ob
tained in many factories, demonstrates beyond a peradven
ture the necessity of radical changes, particularly where the
cost of raw material is relatively high, due to the price of
lahor, etc.

The views of the eminent Mr. H. Horsin-Deon of France
(than whom probably there is no better authority on the pro
duction of sugar from various sources) expressed in a letter
to a gentleman in Louisiana, published iu the LouiiJiana
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Planter of September 15,1888, are germane and so apropos to
the subject that the writer is impelled to make the following
extracts, viz. :-

It is to be remarked that where the vital difficulties pre-
sent themselves, tbere the 111en are industrious, whilst in
the countries where life is easy the inhabitants are soft and
without cerebral activity.

The manufacture of mLne sugar, so easy-born in the hot
climates-bas remained stationary, or nearly so. The beet
sugar manufacture, which exhibited at the start all about it
so many difficulties in the way of cultivation in the fields and
the work in the factory, has given birth to men of genius,
who have made it progress rapidly to the point of crushing
its commercial rival, notwithstanding conditions under which
material inferiority seemed to be doomed to its eternal lot.

How can the cane sugar industry hold out? rrhe cane sugar
industry can resist if it wishes to awaken from the son1110
lency into which it has been plunged by climate influences,
etc. If it 'wishes to a word to operate, it will be able to retake
rank in the world-the rank it is on the eve of losing forever.
Firstly, take pains with its cultivation, revive the plants,
feJ'tilize its fields so as to leave everywhere thick and rich
cane. The principal point is to have a rational cultivation
that gives the most possible sugar. It is necessary also tha.t
the planters associate themselves to sustain a sugar factory of
sufficient dimensions and not have a number of small factories
that the general expenses will crush, and that are accordingly
unable to maintain ~L techni('((l peJ'soJlllc7. It is necessary by
association to support factories large enough to be able to
employ a choice personnel-a chemist with his laboratory
and all that can enable to work in the factory in a normal
and economical fashion. Finally its operating methods and
material must he select.

You have juices purer than ours, more easily coagulated
than ours; profit by them and do not frivolously waste rich
ness that nature gave you. But beware of losing the native
qualities of your juice which allow you easy and econo111iea1
work. What is required in the extraetion department of the
cane sugar factory? It requires a system that allows the
extraction from the bagasse of the most sugar possible in

._-_.. -- -_.--_.__.~-_._--------_. __ .._--------
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such a manner as not to lose too much of the sugar principle,
as is done for the beet. 'rhe chemical qualities of the juice
must be preserved which allow easy work. Finally, it is
necessary that after this treatment the bagasse be combusti
ble, and that the factory be arranged in snch a manner that
the bagasse alone will serve as fuel for all the work. 'Wood
and coal you must not buy, since you have the bagasse com
bustible free.

Ta,ke your canes to yom mills, as these mills have cost you
very high, and are good instruments, as they leave yom
bagasse bmnahle. But between the two mills unSlceeten your
bagasse. You will then have your juice pretty normal, easy
to defecate """ith lime alone or with the addition of small
amounts of soluble phosphates ehrmanite, that succeeds so
well in the 1Vhwl'itius and Indies. No sulphuric acid, which
burns the juice and clogs yOlll' triple effects. You will have
thus preserved your bagasse to burn in your generators.

Having the juice worked, filtering, it must be evaporated,
etc., and for this we were saying employ the bagasse alone.
This proble!"l1 is easy to solve. The calculation is easily made
in estimating the \\aloric power of the bagasse according to its
dampness, and employing such H, system of evaporation as is
adapted to the different circu mstances. To such a factory a
triple effect will suffice, whilst others will have to employ a
quadruple effect, with its cooking at multiple effect, and the
heating according' to the system taught and employed in
Europe. Hence all the innovations illdisjJfllsaV!e to the cane
sugar industry, if it wishes to come out of the bad course it
is pursuing, are easy to introduce, do not present grave diffi
culties, only cbims on the planter's energy and good will.

To fully realize the wisdom of the above most excellent ad
vice is to mentally ·admit the necessity of, and to be ever on
the alert to adopt all the genuine Improvements in methods
of manufacture. To. continue to indifferently cultIvate ex
hausted fields WIll be to constantly stare poverty in the face,
and one of two l'emec1ies, or both, mllSt he had recourse to
firstly, n, rotation at somewhat short intervals, with the best
adaptod leguminous plant by which atmospheric nitrogen can
be accumulated in the soil; and secondly, its enrichment from
time to tirne according to plant requirements with commercial
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One notable feature of the busin8ss situation is the great
decline in prices, and this is not con fined to anyone article
or anyone country. Manufactured and natural products
alike are affected; textiles, hardware and food show all the
same tendency. In the latter branch of commerce some 1'8

markable instances are given by the AiJlei'ican G}'oeei' in a
review of its market reports for twenty-five years:

1869 1894

Flour per barrel . . . . .. . $ 6 62 $ 3 30
Pork per barrel , 31 04 13 80
Lard per pound , . . . . . . . . . . . 18~ 07~
Sugar per pound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.83 04.35
Tea per pound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59 23~
Rice per pound . . . . . . . . . . . . . 06{ 0,1-1
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and other manures by which cheap canes, relatively rich in
sucrose, can be grown by the producer.

The intelligent direction of the fertilization of the canes
destined for the factory, whether to be purchas'ed or home
grown, will prove an important factor in the annual output
of sugar. The conviction is becoming more general that it is
the only really profitable means of producing canes where
the fields have been long under cultivation.

'rhe incentives to inventive minds to perfect what pertains
to sugar manufacture, will insure, with requisite capital and
discrimination, plants where the maximum of sugar will
be had at the minimum of cost in the processes of
fabrication. Already, untram meled by tradition and senti
ment, the comparatively new countries, the Sandwich
Islands and Australia, are forging to the front in yields of
sugar per ton and per acre, and the possibilities of production
on the magnificent island of Cuba alone are immense, and
when reforms are instituted which will advance the industry,
then the output of sugar ,,,ill be astonishing in its magnitude.
A new impetus will be given to the production of cane sugar
and the annual output increase and ultimately exceed that
from any other source.-CoRRESPONDENCE Louisiana Plul1fei'.

---:0:---

PRICES OF FOOD TTifTENTY-FIVE YE.ARS AGO
AND NOW.
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Canned goods show even a greater depreciation in values.
Cotton prints quoted at fourteen cents per yard in 1869 are
now selling- at four and a half cents. Steel rails in 1869 cost
$132 per ton: now $24:. In some of these branches special
inventions or processes have had their influence, hut in
others these conditions do not exist. The greatest decline
in most articles has occurred in the last decade, and this
tendeney has been more pronounced in the last three years
than in any previous three years. Naturally this great
ehange has caused both students of political economy and
business men to study the cause or causes. Some are dis
posed to attribute it to the adoption of gold as a standard of
values and the demonetization silver. Others contend that
increased facilities for production and distribution are re
sponsible for it. A careful study of the situation leads the
non-partisan, dispassionate observer to the conclusion that
both of these forces have contributed to the result. It is
perfectly evident to all, however, that ·we have been passing
through a transition period such as the world has seldom
seen. 'rhe average producer, manufacturer or trader has
had to contend ag-ainst a study shrinkage in the value of the
articles produced or handled. 'The only exceptions have
been those protected by a monopoly in some form. Exclu
sive production has protected some. Patents have protected
others. Trade mar1\:s or unusual excellence others. Manu
facturers of proprietary articles, for which they have estab
lished a demand by skilful advertising, have been among
those who have been exempt from the general tendency.
'rhey have bought their ravv materials at a constantly de
creasing cost, and, being able to control the selling price of
their products, have reaped a profit which those who were
exposed to the full force of competition have not. Steam
and electricity, the great factors in distribution, have been
the great levellers of values.

Machinery has played its part, and is destined to do so in a
constantly increasing ratio. The control of labor has always
been a factor in commerce. 'rhe African slave trade was a
phase of this question. In for111er times the man who owned
a thousand slaves made a profit from their labor and became
l;ich; now the man who owns a thousand horse-power em-
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bodied in machinery becomes riqh-until some one who
owns two thousand horse-power or some new machine rep
resenting increased production bankrupts him. The wheel
of fortune is aI-ways turning some down and others up. All
this acts anclreacts on the commerce of the world. A strik
ing feature of the present time is the eagerness with which
the Eastern nations are availing themselves of this modern
power. The silver-using nations are getting tired of buying
manufactured products on a gold basis and are buying the
modern slaves which manufacture these products (ma
chinery), and are not only supplying their own wants, but
are striving to compete with their creators. ]n the August
number of Consular Reports, United ::3tates Consul Read, at
Tien-Tsin, China, states that large cotton mills recently
erected at Shanghai and elsewhere in Central China have
placed orders with a European firm in China for cotton mill
machinery, amounting to $1,000,000. Consul MelVOl', at
Kanagavva, Japan, reports that the Japanese have already
done the same thing, and, admitting cotton free of duty, are
now competing vvith Lancashire and New England for the
trade of the East in this great branch of industry. Brazil
has been buying our milling machinery and making its own
flour, ground from wheat grown in Argentina, cultivated
with American ploughs and reaped with American reapers.

The carcasses of Australian beeves and sheep are now
transported in refrigerator ships by tens of thousands and
dumped on the English market, in competition with similar
products of the British Isles and of the United States. The
capital of the world is cabled backward and forward across
the oceans in .the form of credit, reducing rates of interest
to the minimum, anclleveling va,lues the world over. Verily
this is all age of competition, and the competition of tbe giants
of organiza,tion, instead of individual pigmies-and it all
inures to the benefit of consumers. Is it any wonder that
combinations of capital in the form of "trusts" or of labor in. .
"trades unions" strive to stem the overwhelming tide of com-
petition. or that great comrnerc,ial organizations exposed to
its full force go clown before it?- Even the revenues from
lanel, which is limited in amount, are being leveled by
facilities of transit, in which steam is finding its competitor
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At a reeent semi-annual meeting of a large manufacturing
firm in Ohio, it was stated that the profits in the business
that had been distributed among the employees during the
past seven years amounted to $120,572.09, or more than
$17,000 a year. In making the distribution of profits to the
employees, one of the firm addressed them as follows:

It is very pleasant to come to Ivorydale on these dividend
days; and at this time, when there IS so much distress in the
land arising from labor trouble, it is especially pleasant to
find Ivorydale quiet aml peaceful, because vve all, employers
and employed, share in the profits, and are interested in
making the business in which we are engaged a success.

I wish, III behalf of the employers, to thank most heartily
the employees, one and all, for their part in making the past
year so grandly successful.

It is almost seven years since profit sharing began at
I vorydale. It is no longer an experiment, but has, we believe,
come to stay. When it was begun, you will remember that
it was distinctly said that it was a matter of business; that
there was no intention of giving anyone anything, except
an opporttlnity to receive additional compensation for better
service, and an opportunity for each one to make the most
and best of himself. I recall these things at the hegin ning,
that they may be in mind through all of the discussion of our

subject.
'rhe past year has been an extraordinary one in the in~us-

trial and business vv·orld. Capitalists and bankers have had
large amounts of money lying idle. while there were multi
tudes of ielle n1en. Although, ordinarily, the man who has
money is anxious to have it constantly employed, during the
past year he preferred, in many instances. to let it lie ielle.

---:0:---

PROFIT SHARING OR ·HOTV TO MAKE LABOR llIORE
PRODUCTIrE.

DEC., 1894.]

in electricity, aud the trolley is fast making country pro
perty suburban, and suburban property city property. The
statesman, the merchant, the publisher, must be no laggard
if he keeps step to the music of the times.-N. Y. Hemld,
Oct. 1894.
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The explanation of this unusual state of things may be
given in a single phra~e, there was a lack of confidence. Men
who had money would not invest it, for fear that some legis
lation or other adverse circumstance would lead to loss; and
so they let it lie idle in the banks, while idle men walked the
streets. I do not propose to inquire into the causes of this
condition of affairs, but simply to note the fact that lack of
confidence produces paralysis of business, and is always a
potent factor in the affairs of men.

Another extraordinary condition has existed during this
year. We have seen thousands of lllen voluntarily relil1quish
ing their employment at the command of hitherto unknown
leaders, who made pretentious and extravagant promises
which they were unable to fulfil. Their misplaced confidence
has prodnced untold disorder, disaster and distress. I do not
propose to discuss the merits of the strike, but to note the
fact that misplaced confidence is a fruitful source of trouble
and loss. Now, while it is evident that confidence is essen
tial to satisfactory transactions between men, and that great
care and caution should be exercised in besto'wing it, I think
I may fairly claim for the Proctor & Gamble Company your
implicit confidence, and ask you to believe that they will do
for you all the very best that they can, because the profit
sharing of the past seven years has demonstrated both their
willingness and ability to fulfil their promises to you. But,
in order that profit sharing may continue, your employers
must also have confidence in you-must continue to find
you to be reliable as heretofore, not eye~sel'vants, but faith-
ful workers.

"Our human laws are but the copies, more or less imperfect
of the eternal laws, so far as we can read them." That is,
right and wrong already exist, or, as we commonly phrase
it, "right is right." We cannot make anything right or
wrong, yet our insight may be distorted by ignorance or sel
fishness, so that we may not discern wrong from right clearly.
The wisest and best man that ever lived has said, "Blessed
are they that hunger and thirst after righteousness, for they
shall be filled;" that is, that any man who intensely desires
righteousness shall have it. It is therefore possible for you
to attain a high character and to inspire confidence in your
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THE SUGAR INDUSTRY.

'1'here seems to be a kind of understanding that the times
are so exceptionally hard with the Sngar industry of thIS
colony, that some specictl concession towards it out of the
public revenue is, if not absolutely necessary, at all events
very expedient, it being most desirable that the acreage of the
cane cultivation should not be fmther reduced, for, if the
process of crumbling were to set in at any part of the fabric,
its solidity as a whole would be threatened, and the cost of
the Immigration system ",,'ith its Return Passage would press
with destructive force upon the gradually lessening portions
that remained, until the point of total annihilation was
reached. It would indeed be a bad day for the colony if the
fact had suddenly to be faced that sugar could no longer be

employers by your evident effort to be right and true. There
are others besides your employers that are concerned in your
actions. It is not right that your wife should not have the
opportunity to make a comfortable home for them and for
you, so that you should not only earn wages and dividends,
but save them. My father used to say that the man that
earned $400 a year, and saved $l:l5, was better off than the
man that ectrned $500 and spent it all. You have opportu
nities afforded by your building association to save your
money; and we are thinking of a plan by which you may be
encouraged to save more of your wages and dividends, and,
when it is complete, will make it known to you.

'rhe sum of this discussion is that profit sharing has proven
to be good for both employer and employee, and will con
tinue to be if you have confidence in us that we will do, as
we promise, the best we can for you, and if we have confid
ence in you that you will do the best you can for us. Be
earnest, vigilant and true. 'rhus it shall be made a success
in the future as it has been in the past ;. and all those telTible
difficulties arising from distrust, suspicion, rl1isplaced confid
ence, injustice and wrong will be avoided, and our relations
as employers an.d employees will continue to be profitable,
pleasant, peaceful and honorable.--AmcJ'ican Grocei'.

---:0:---
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produced in it at a price low enough to compete with other
sugar in the great markets of ~he world; for although we
might, as other countries, notably Jamaica and Ceylon, have
done, make a change from sugar to something else, it ·would
take a long time before the credit of the colony would be
established suffieiently to encourage fresh capit::!,] to come
neal' it, so dreadful would the loss be, consequent upon the
abandonment of the many fine large plants of sugar machinery
now to be found throughout the colony.

We are not amongst those who think, or say they think,
that the sugar industry of the colony is at present dangerously
sick, more so than it has ever been, and in urgent need of the
most powerful specific. vVe have seen it several times, cl ming
a third of a century's acquaintance, on ,,,hat was to be its
deathbed, and as often seen it pull itself together and became
stronger than it ever was before; and we are sanguille enough
to believe that the experience of the past will not be reversed,
at all events in the neal' future. Nearly twenty years ago,
the cry went up that sugar could no longer he made to pay,
for it had ceased to fetch much more than 20 shillings a cwt.,
and the average estate could not make it for that. It certainly
meant to many of the estates a hard task to be overcome,
but statistics are there to prove that it could be made 110t
only for twenty shillings but for fifteen, and less, not of comse
uncler the old economy, but with the aid of scientific discovery
in the buildings, and greater attention to the fields. At the
time of the "twenty-shilling" scare, there were men, some of
them ot great note in the local sugar world, who declared
that the colony ,vas ruined; and these men are being recalled
to our memory at the present day because of the alarm that
has been raised by some prophetic utterance to the effect
that the colony must learn to make sugar for fifty clollars
the ton or just about half of the price of the twenty shillings
days. We have heard planters declare that they have made,
occasionally, sugar that cost a little under ten pounds :it ton,
and although that is under the average cost throughout the
colony, the bulk of them opine that if the Government would
only remit the Immigration tax or considerably reduce it,
the demand for sugar at 2-} cents per lb. would not frighten
them.
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iIlN'PS TO MECHANICS AND CLERKS.

'1'here is but one class of elerks to whom there is the least
use in preaching economy, and that is the class who have a
well defined aim beforo them and who are working steadily
towanls their object. To say to the young man who does not
look beyond to-clay, "You ought to be sowing," is simply to
waste words. The one thing he does not do is to look further
than the present hour. But to the young clerk who is de
termined that the future shall bring him something more than
the present holds, it is well to be reminded that one of the
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'1'his will show our readers in othet countries how well
Demeru,ra planters have kept pace with the times in the
matter of improved sugar machinery, for without the most
economic means of utilising the cane juice, it would be im
possible, upon our average return per acre, to make sugar not
the above quotation. It must be observed, however, that the
planters we refer to are of opinion that they will not he able
to compete in the open market unless a concession is made

~ to them in the matter of Immigration charges; and the
important question is awaiting to be discussed-whether the
colony will give the desired assistance or willle~we the Sugar
Industry to struggle alone for its life. Although the prophets
warn us that the price of sugar is about to fall in value
considerably below the present low rates, it is not to be taken
as certain that the fall will take place, for in no department
of commerce ,;hould a man wait to prophesy until the event
has ha,ppened, more than in sugar.

If it can be demonstrated that a concession is really neces-
sary for further existence, we have no doubt that a concession
will be granted; and if so there will be a fine opportunity for
the Government to stipulate that every sugar estate shall put
so many acres of its land in banana cultivation so as to
establish an export fruit industry. '1'his would be a capital
way of ensuring fl'eight for a line of fmit steamers, and while
it would be a kindness to the planters, it would be laying
another ph-mil: in our agricultural platform, the dimensions
of which at present are uncomfortably small.-DclJlcJ'({}'(l
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sure steps to success is to have become well grounded in habits
of economy.

You may be one of the best salesmen that ever so1<1 goods
in your employer's store, and you may force him into a posi
tion where he must decide whether he shall give you an in
terest or lose you, and if you have been reckless with your
salary, he will hesitate about trusting you with his capital.
Among the very pleasant ways of handling money I count
spending it as the most pleasant. But to get this pleasure
one must feel that he can afford to spend it. The salary of a
clerk, if he is a good clerk, is not intended to be the exact sum
upon which he can live, but is usually more than that. If he
is a young man with no ties depending on him, there is gen
erally a very snug sum between the amount of the salary and
the sum necessary to support him. If he is desirous to see
how fast he can spend this, or if he is aping some stylish com
panion who in turn is copying the fashion plates, he can very
soon keep his account down where the casting of a balance
between the two sides is a very easy matter. It is the proper
use of this salary abuut which I desire to write you.

'rhat man has seen very little of life who has not learned
that a few ready dollars are a great power; not the dollars
that you might own or may have, but the dollars you can lay
your hand on now. In every branch of trade we all know
there are bargains now and then for the man who can avail
himself of the chance. So in business houses there are con
stant changes, and occasionally a little cash can do wonders.

1 remember a boot and shoe merchant who owned half of a
sto~k of goods worth $4,000. He wanted to sell out his inter
est, and so that he might make a ready sale he offered it for
$1,000 cash. The stand was a good one, the firm was making
money, and for a young man with small means it offered an
excellent opening; but neither of three young men to whom I
mentioned the bargain could ra,ise the money, though eaeh of
them might easily have been that much ahead, and the open-
ing was lost to them.

One of the questions in men's minos when you tell such a
story as this is, " Why didn't you help some of the boys into
this?" And the answer is, ,. The boy who will not help him
self is not 'North assisting." When I was a tnweling man one
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Total $840 00

"You have then $500 a year for 'what he ought to save.
Well, the fact is, he is in debt, and I am satisfied he never
will save $1,000, and 1 am disgusted with him."

Now there was no gush or sentiment about this thing. The
emp10:r:er liked his clerk and was anxious to help him, but he
did not propose to do anything till the youn~ man had shown
that he had some self-restraint and discretion. But the clerk
had fallen into expensive habits and among extravagant asso
ciates, and did not have strength of mind enough to break
away from them all. He is a clerk to-day.

Only a few days cLgO I overheard two business men canvass
ing two of their clerks. In character and personal habits both
\vere alike, but one on a salary of $1,200 'was always in debt,
and the other on $1,000 a year was saving money. The one
was unable to deny himself aught that he ,vanted ; the other
was strong-willed enongh to buy nothing that he did not need.
It is not necessary to state which clerk was advanced.

There is a class of people who can never hear a word about

of my companions on the road was the representative of a boot
and shoe house. He was not satisfied with his position, his
salary or his prospects, and as he was a good salesman and a
pleasa,nt fellow, I one day introduced his name into some con
versation I was having with his employers, and suggested
their giving him an interest in the business, stating that I
had found it an excellent way to deal with clerks, so that
they mi~ht have encouragement to do better work. " There
are some young men you can't encourage," said the merchant,
and this fellow is one of them. I have tried to make a man
of him, and have been willing to give him an interest in my
business the first moment I saw him taking hold as if he re
alized what life was; but Tcan see no encouragement to help
ing him. Two years ago I told him when he had saved $1,000
I would give him an interest in my profits in addition to his
present salary, which is $1,350 a year. Now let us see what
he might save:
Board, at $7 per week $3G5 00
Washing, say , , . . . .. . .. .. 75 00
Clothes (at the highest estimate) , , 200 00
Allow for spending money , 200 00
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economy without at once jumping to the conclusion that you
desire them to be miserly; but this is not the case with me.
I despise a miserly disposition, and know of nothing,that will
be more damaging to a merchant. I like to see a clerk dress
well, both at bis work and out of the store-not gaudy nor
discarding a good garment to get once a little more in style,
but to dress sensibly and well, as most of their employers

dress.
And I do not think a clerk should shut himself away from

every form of entertainment or society pleasure. On the con
trary, I think a young man who works steadily at the desk 01'

counter will be all the better for an evening at the theatre or
concert, or at a pleasant home party in some friend's house.
But these things are not the end and aim of life, and conse
quently should only fill out a small part of it.

Now, if one looks at the cost of a reasonable amount of in
nocent pleasure the expense for a year need not be such a very
large sum. I have before me the expenses of a young man
for the years '66, '67 and '68, and I find the total expenses for
the three years $2,200. Of this amount he sent his B.lOther
$500, leaving for his own expenses $1,700.

Being a traveling man, his board was light, as his employ-
ers paid his expenses when on the road-it was $800; clothing
during three years, $375, leaving for extras, $525.

And upon looking over the items making up the sum of
$525, 1 see some that look rather extravagant, but I can re
member that even ~L very economical person enjoys a little
extravagance occasionally. '

In the three years that this young man was spencling
$1,700 he saved $1,500, and with this he was emLblec.l to go

in business for himself.
I haven't said one tithe of what might be said in favor of a

young man's being economical, but I have given a few heads
for what each clerk can expand into a great many sermons
for himself. And I venture to say no man ever kept :'\,11 ac
curate account of his expenses for a year or two but that he
was led to turn his thoughts towa,rcl saving, and for that
reason I advise you to watch your salary for the next twelve
months and see if the exhibit is not the strongest sermon
ever preached you on economy.-American Grocer.
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The Central Louisiana Agricultural Society, at a recent
meeting, discussed the question of " Sugar Cane Growing and
Facilities for Getting it to the Central Factories," was ably
handled by Dr. Stubbs, while a few remarks were made by
Hon. Horace Wilkinson. During the course of Dr. Stubbs'
remarks, he said: that if sugar cane growing in Louisiana
was to be made profitable improvements had to be made
"along the following lines:

(1.) In a more careful study of the sugar cane plant from
a botanical standpoint, for at present less was known about
it than any other staple crop of the country. Some investi
gatlOIls have already been made at the Sugar Experiment
Station of this State in the planting of the tops of the cane.
So far the results are very promising and now instead of
using eight tons of mature plant pel' acre in planting but four
tons are being used and this selection made from the tops

principally.
(2.) In1Proved implements for the eultivation of sugar

cane. Already such advancement has been made that the
use of the plo"vv, except for preliminary work, in cultivation
is a thing of the past. "

(3.) Labor must be reduced to coincide with the present

prices.
(4.) In harvesting machines. 'rhere are on the market

now some very promising machines for the cutting of cane
not lodged. Some difficulty yet exists in the cutting by
machines of badly lodged CfLne.

\.5.) In the growing of large cane, for should it be cut by
ha,nd, one man can cut from four to five tons per (1<"ty, if the
crop be short but two to three tons c,tn be cut.

(G.) In the loading of cane from wagons to the cars. In
this much improvement has been made and no longer is this

operation done by hand.
(7.) For unloading the cane from the cars into the mill

carriers as yet little improvemelits has been accomplished.
Ml'. :Mallon, of New Orleans, has, however, in the market a
rnachine by which one man can do all the unloading from

the car to carriers.
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For years labor has combined its forces.
The year 1890 marked the beginning of the combination of

~apital.
Tru~ts, as the public call all combinations of capital, are

ROW a fruitful theme of discussion. Sprightly congressmen,
grave senators, the President, men in high and low station,
talk, discuss, argue and debate this one topic. It may be
interesting to know a little concerning the larger combin-
ations of capital.

It should be stated that not over one-half of these attempts
at combination have succeeded-not all is success even in
the trust vocabnlary.

THE SUGAR COMBINATION.-The American Sugar Refining
Company is the best known of all these combinations-prob
ably because sugar is an article used in every household, and,
because 0'£ the attempts to fix tariff rates by Congress. 'rhis
Company is a New Jersey corporation, with an original

(8.) Dr. Stubbs dwelt sometime on the means of extraction
by four, six and nine roller mills, by diffusion and by displace
ment. Here is a fertile field for improvement which seems
to be rapidly coming.

(9.) In clarification, and in the use of double, tripple,
quadruple and multiple effects much progress has been made
the past few years, and no doubt but that here greater per-
fection could be attained.

After answering some questions relative to this important
crop in Louisiana, Dr. Stubbs read an interesting letter from
a planter who was anxious to procure a thoroughly practical
and scientific young farmer.

;:;ome few minutes were spent in a short talk to the body
of students who had assembled to hear the subject of sugar
cane growing discussed, on the agricultural outlook for
Louisiana and the class of agriculturists the times were
demanding.

The meeting then adjourned after a most delightful and
interesting session.-Baton Rouge TJ'llth.

---:0:---

AMERICAN TRUSTS. - THE BIG COMBINATIONS
THAT CAUSE SO MUCH TALK.
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capital ot $50,000,000, divided equally between the common
and preferred stockholders. In January 1892, an additional
"$25,000,000 in stock was voted, making the capital of the
trust $75,000,000. 'l'hlS additional $25,000,000 was voted to
buy up sugar refineries. The great Havemeyer, the Spreckels,
the Franklin Sugar Company and others are in the trust,
"which has a tremendous grip on the sugar producing busi
ness of the country.

THE DISTILLING AND CATTLE FEEDING COMPANy.-This com-
bine is a western product, having their headquarters in
Peoria, Ill. The trust controls the majority of the distilleries
of the country. The "whiskey trust," the common name of

"the trust, is a corporation organized under the laws of
Illinois. When the present concern took form the distil
leries, including the cattle sheds and the distilleries3nd
cattle feeders' trust, were transferred to the present multi
million trust. which was organized in 1890. '1'he capital
stock, pal' value, of the company is $35,000,000.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANy-is a corporation put on
foot under the laws of New York. It was organized for the
purpose of manufactnring all kinds of electrical and other
apparatus, "vith the power to acquire and hold and deal in
stocks and securities of other companies, manufacturing.
dealing in, or leasing, or in any way dickering in electrical
apparatus. 'rhe company, at its inception, acquired the
plants of the follo\ving companies: '1'he 'l'homson-Houston,
Edison General and the Thomson-Houston International.
The combine absorbed the major portion of the stock of
these separate concerns, which were allowed to maintain
their individuality and name in organization. The au
thorized capital of the combine is $50,000,000. At present
internal dissensions exist between the Boston and Nevv York
end of the trust, with the Boston group on top. Mr. Edison
is no longer connected with the combine, in an official
capacity, having been frozen out by the men from the east.

'rUE LEAD TRUST.-This concern, or combination. controls
.something like thirty extensive lead manufacturing plants
in New York, Pennsylvania, KentuckY, Missouri, Illinois and.
Ohio. The concern produces white lead and kinclred pro
ducts. The capital stock of the combine is $45,000,000. "Of
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this sum $30,000,000 is preferred stock, which was issued on
a 7 per cent. cumulative dividend basis. It was organized
in 1891, and is aNew Jersey corporation.

THE AMERICAN COTTON OIL COMPANy-has over $30,000,000
of capital. The trust succeeded, by reorganizfttion, the
American Cotton Oil trust. This is aNew Jersey corporation,
and is a manufacturing and mercantile organization, pro
ducing and dealing in the products of American cotton seed.
The principal products are cotton seed oil, cotton seed meal,
cotton seed hulls and the like. The concern owns some
thing lil{e 150 manufacturing properties, including crude oil
mills, refineries, lard plants, soap factories, cotton ginneries,
fertilizing mixture establishments and cotton compressors.

THE CONSOLIDATED GAS COMPANY-WaS prganized in 1884,
and is one of the oldest of the great combines, and when it
was organized the leading light concerns of New York were
gobbled up, with a capital of $35,000,000.

THE NATIONAL LINSEED OIL COMPANy-has a capital in the
neighborhood of $20,000,000. It was organized in 1887 under
the laws of Illinois, and controls over 100 plftnts. The pres
ent concern grew out of the National Linseed Oil trust.

AMERICAN TOBAOCO COMPANY.-When the rush came in 18~0
to organize big combines, the tobacco field was not to be left
in the lurch, and as a result a $35,000,000 trust was launched
under the title of The American Tobacco Company. The
trust is authorized under the laws of New Jersey to do al
most everything pertaining to the manufacture of tobacco,
cigars and cigarettes and has control of something like a
score of plants throughout the country. Its success follows,
no doubt, as a result of "copperillg" the Standard Oil Com
pany's method in having regular distributing places in every

part of the country.
TilE NATIONAL STARCH COMPANy-with headqnarters at

Covington, l(y., came into existence in 1890 for the purpose
of monopolizing the manufacture of starch, glucose. cereals
and various eompounds and preparations. The trust controls
a score or more of establishments anel has a, capital of

$10,500,000.
OTHER 'fRusTs.-There are about a dozen other trusts, in-

cluding the match, the India rubber, the typewriter, the
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dressed beef and the whip combines. As an investment,
t.rusts are about the best on the market in prosperous times.

We have made no mention of the oldest of all combin
ations, the Standard Oil Company, as so much has been
written about it in previous issues of this paper.

Business men seem to believe in trusts-but still they
don't like to trust too much.-N. E. Grocer.

---:0:---

THE STUDY OF FORESTRY.

Professor McAlpine, of Edinburgh, in delivering the open
ing address of the Forestry class in the Glasgow Technical
College, stated at the outset that there were three situations
in which plants were grown-(l) in the field, (2) in the gar
den, and (3) in the forest. The man who produced plants in
the field ,vas the agriculturist; in the garden, the gardener;
and in the forest, the forester. With plant production in
the field and in the garden they had there nothing to do;
their business in that class would be with the plants in the
forest, and in the forest alone. In dealing with forest pro-

: h . )ossessed b the forester determined, to
a very large extent, the profit reaJized. There were, however,
two kinds of ::;kill-the practical skill gained from long
experience, and which had, he was bound to say, reached a
high degree of perfection in Great Britain, and the skill to
be derived from a genuine scientific knowledge of the prin
ciples underlying the growth and production of trees in the
forest.

PractimLl experience was valuable. but it only carried them
up to a certain point; they were still without a thorough
knowledge of, and the reasons for, the difl'erent changes that
took place in the course of the growth of forest trees. It was
quite evident that the best forester, and the one that could
attain to the highest maximum profit in the production of
timber, was the man who combined pnLctical with scientific
skill in his practice. In these days o~ keen eompetition, it
was necessn.ry ill forestry, as everything else, that they should
produce the best quality at the lowest possible cost, and this
could not he clone unless their knowledge was good and
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sound, and their methods of the most economkal and satis
factory description. Scientific skill in forestry had often
been regarded as of no practical merit, but without it the
maximum profit could not realized from the trees. In that
class he proposed to tell them something of what science and
scientific knowledge had to do with the subject of forestry,
and he proposed to deal with it under two leading heads
(1) forest botany, and (2) the forest itself. The great object
of the forester was to produce timber, and to him the plant
was lignin-making machine. This lignin, the characteristic
constituent of wood, was easily identified by the red color
produced by the action of phloroglucin m1Cl hydrochloric acid.
Wood, taken as a whole. was a comhustible mixture. com
posed chiefly of the three elements-cctrhon, hydrogen and
oxygen.

In introducing such a subject as the scientific study of
forestry, it was important to know what timber was made
from. It was very often stated, and very widely supposed,
that the organic matter, or humus, in the soil was the sub
stance used by the plant for timber production. Such a doc
trine was quite untenable, since the amount of hunJUs \HtS
not diminished by the production and growth of trees, but
W::LS, as they must all know, rather increased.. The method
of water culture also proved beyond a doubt that the consti
tuents actually employed by the tree plant for the produc
tion of its woody substanee were water from the soil and
carbon dioxide from the air. He had himself seen in Ger
many, where, as they knew, great attention was devoted to
the production of the best class of forest timber, a pair of
alder trees which had been grown from seed by the method
of water culture. rrhese trees when he saw them had attained
a considerable height and girth, yet they had only received
distilled ...vater and certain mineral 811 bstances, the carbon
dioxide they v"anted l1eing taken by themselves from the ail'.
There was :1, very remarkable thing. and, seeing that these
suhstances cost so little, they would r.aturally be inelined to
think that there must be a large profit in timber-producing,
and no doubt there 'was, if a suitable supply of plant food
could be got readily, and the plant skillfully and carefully

managed.
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Dealing next with the function of the wood in the .tree,
the lecturer said, there were two main purposes to be accom
plished, viz., the upward circulation of water, and the carry
ing of Iliineral matter.. The duty of carrying the water and
the mineral matter up the tree devolved on what might be
called circulating pipes or viTood vessels, and circulating cells
or tracheids. Wood, in addition, played the part of a skele
ton, and this duty devolved upon the woody fibres or trac
heids, the most solid constituents oftimber. Associated with
the circulating and skeleton apparatus were the servant cells
to feed the wood cells, and to aid in pumping up the water
into the circulating apparatus. Different; kinds of wood had
(as the lecturer showed by means of large diagrams on the
wall) these structural elements diflerently arranged. rrhe
ash, elm, oak, and chestnut were stated as being amongst the
woods which had the larger sized pipes for circulation pur
poses; the beach, hornbeam, alder, and sycamore had medium
sized pipes; while in the case of coniferous trees like firs,
pipes were entirely absent, the work of circulation devolving
upon the cells or tracheids.

Alluding next to the formation of wood, the lecturer ex-
plained how the cambium, the part between the wood itself
and the separable bark, added rings of wood year by year.
On the activity displayed by this cambium depended the
quality of wood produced per annnm. Its proper feeding
was accordingly of great importance, and the forester should
see to it that an adequate supply of food material was not
prevented from reaching it by the presence of too many
branches. When too many branches were growing on a t;ree,
they carried off the food that ought to go to the cambium,
the result being tha,t it became very slow in its action, and
wood was added to the main and important part of the tree
at a much slower rate than it would otherwise be. As regards
qmtlity of wood, it was pointed out that this was to be se
cured, as a rule, by diminishing the amount of thin-walled
wood in certain trees and by increasing the proportion of
thick-walled wood. Thin-walled wood was mostly of spring
growth, and the thick-walled of autumn growth; therefore it
ought to be the business of the forester, if he wanted the best
quality of wood, to encourage growth in the autumn rather
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than in the spring. The lecture was effectively illustrated 
by means of several large wall diagrams, also models and 
specimens, showing the construction of some of the most 
important timbers.-.Lliagazine of School of AgJ'ic'llltul'e. 

---:0:---

TREES AND PLANTS FOR DISTRIBUTION. 

Mr. Marsden, Commissioner of Agriculture, has given notice 
that the following trees and plants are ready for distribution 
at the Government Nursery on King St., Honolulu. The 
plants are small and set in lallhala leaf pots, so that they can 
be planted out in holes prepared for them without removal 
from the ,pots. '1'h~ collection embraces a total of 6356 plants, 
and should be distributed over the whole group. 

SHADE TIlEES. 

200 Acacia l\1elanoxylou 
100 Cathartocorpus 
50 Camphor 
50 Cacao 

125 Ceara Rubber 
50 Eucalyptus Robust'a 
75 Eucalyptus Citryodora 

200 CoHee Liberia 
400 Coffee Arabica 
500 Grevillea Robusta 
150 Peppel' trees 
150 Mexicau Privet 

50 Samang (l\lonkey Pod.) 
200 Locust (Red seeded) 
50 Yellow Poinciaua 
50 Paw Ionia Imperialis 

100 Phyllrmtlms 
200 Tamariud 
50 Locust (White Flowerell) 

PAL;I!S. 

100 Orddoxa Regia 
200 Latauia Bourbonica 
100 Thrinax Argentea 
200 Seaforthia Elegauo 
100 Arcca Rnbm 
100 Chamoeropo Fortuueli 
100 Caryata Urens 

FRUITS. 

600 Avocado Pear 
206 Strawberry Guava 
25 Sour Sop 
25 Custard Apple 

500 SeeilJing' Orange 
500 Seeilling Lemon 
500 l\fexicmi Lime 
200 Pandanus (Hawaiian Lanhala) 

---:o:~--

BEET SUGAR IN ENGLAND.-The ana,lytical report of Dr· 
Schack-Sommer on the sugar beet root \ovhich has been grown 
this, year on Lord vVinchilsea's cable farm shows that this 
roo.t can be cultivated in Eng1and with snccess. '1'he ana1yst 
says that all three l{inds which have been gl'O"\vn on the cable 
farm compare most ftwora,bly in \veight, as welt as in SctC

charine contents and purity, with roots grown by 1\11'. Licht 
in Germany, which have been ta.ken as the standard of com
parison. In every instance the percentage of sugar was 
higher in the English-grown than in the American-grown 
l'oots.-Lolldon Standard. 




